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Abstract

We report a new measurement of Ac using data obtained by SLD in ����������

This measurement uses a vertex tag technique� where the selection of a c hemisphere is

based on the reconstructed mass of the charm hadron decay vertex� The method uses

the �D vertexing capabilities of SLD�s CCD vertex detector and the small and stable

SLC beams to obtain a high hemisphere c�tagging e�ciency and purity of ��	 and


�	� respectively� Charged kaons identi�ed by the CRID detector and the charge of the

reconstructed vertex provide an e�cient quark�antiquark tag� We obtain a preliminary

����� result of Ac � �

� � �
� � ���
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� Introduction

Measurements of fermion asymmetries at the Z� resonance probe a combination of the vector
and axial vector couplings of the Z� to fermions� Af � �vfaf��v

�
f 	 a�f 
� The parameters Af

express the extent of parity violation at the Zff vertex and provide sensitive tests of the
Standard Model�

The Born�level di�erential cross section for the reaction e�e� � Z� � f f is

d�f � dz � ��� AePe
�� 	 z�
 	 �Af�Ae � Pe
z � ��


where Pe is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam �Pe � � for right�handed �R

polarization
 and z � cos � is the direction of the outgoing fermion relative to the incident
electron� The parameter Af can be isolated by forming the left�right forward�backward

asymmetry �Af
FB�z
 � jPejAf �z��� 	 z�
 � although in this analysis we work directly with

the basic cross section�

� The SLD Detector

The operation of the SLAC Linear Collider with a polarized electron beam has been described
in detail elsewhere ���� During the ������� run� the SLC Large Detector �SLD
 ��� recorded
���k hadronic Z� decays with a luminosity�weighted electron beam polarization of jPej �
������������ In ���� a sample of ��k events with average polarization of jPej � �����������
was obtained�

Charged particle tracking and momentum analysis is provided by the Central Drift
Chamber ��� and the CCD�based vertex detector ���� with combined momentum resolution

�p��p� �
q
����
� 	 ������ p��GeV 
� in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis� The

Liquid Argon Calorimeter �LAC
 ��� measures the energies of charged and neutral parti�
cles and is also used for electron identi�cation� Muon tracking is provided by the Warm
Iron Calorimeter �WIC
 ���� The Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector �CRID
 ��� information
�limited to the barrel region
 provides the kaon identi�cation� It consists of liquid and gas
Cherenkov radiators illuminating a large area UV photon detectors� Only the gas informa�
tion has been included in this analysis� since the liquid covers only marginally the interesting
momentum region�

� Event Selection

Hadronic events are selected based on the visible energy and track multiplicity in the event�
The visible energy is measured using central drift chamber �CDC
 tracks and must exceed

�



��GeV� There must be at least � CDC tracks� � that associate to hits in the vertex detector�
We also require that the thrust axis� measured from calorimeter clusters� satisfy jcos�j � �����
This insures that the event is contained well within the acceptance of the vertex detector� All
detector elements are also required to be fully operational� Additionally� we restrict events
to � jets or less to make sure that we have well de�ned hemispheres� Jets being de�ned by
the JADE algorithm ��� with a ycut � ���� A total of ��K events pass the above hadronic
event selection and jet cut� Background� predominately due to taus� is estimated at � �����

The SLC interaction point �IP
 has a size of approximately ������������
�m in �x�y�z
�
The motion of the IP xy position over a short time interval is estimated to be ��m� Since
this motion is smaller than the xy resolution for �tting tracks to �nd the primary vertex
�PV
 in a given event� we use the average IP position� for the x and y coordinates of the
primary vertex� The average is obtained from tracks with hits in the vertex detector in
�� sequential hadronic events� The z coordinate of the PV is determine from each event
separately� This results in a PV uncertainty of ��m transverse and ���m longitudinally to
the beam direction�

��� Track Selection

Reconstruction of the mass of heavy hadrons is preceded by �rst identifying secondary ver�
tices in each hemisphere� Only tracks that are well measured are included in the vertex and
mass reconstruction� Tracks are required to have at least �� CDC hits and start within a
radius of ��cm of the IP� The CDC track is also required to extrapolate to within �cm of the
IP in xy and within ���cm of the PV in z� At least two vertex detector hits are required� the
combined drift chamber 	 vertex detector �t must satisfy 	��d�o�f� � �� and jcos�j � ����
Tracks with an xy impact parameter � ���mm or an xy impact parameter error � ����m
with respect to the IP are removed from consideration in the vertex and mass reconstruction�

��� Vertex Mass Reconstruction

Vertex identi�cation is done using a topological vertexing method ���� This method searches
for space points in �D where track density functions overlap� Each track is parameterized
by a Gaussian density tube with a width equal to the uncertainty in the measured track
position at the IP� Points in space where there is a large probable overlap of Gaussian tubes
is considered as a possible vertex point� Determination of a vertex is done by clustering
maxima in the overlap density distribution into vertices for separate hemispheres� We found
secondary vertices in ��� of b� ��� of charm� and less than �� of light quark hemispheres�

Only vertices that are signi�cantly displaced from the PV are considered to be possible
B or D hadron decay vertices� We require a distance between the PV and secondary vertex
of at least �mm�
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Due to the cascade nature of the B decay� tracks from the decay may not all originate
from the same space point� Therefore� a process of attaching tracks to the secondary vertex
has been developed based on the transverse and longitudinal distance of closest approach of
the track to the PV�secondary vertex axis�

The mass of the secondary vertex is calculated using the tracks that are associated with
the vertex� including the tracks that have been added� Each track is assigned the mass of the
charged pion and the invariant mass of the vertex is then calculated� The reconstructed mass
is corrected to account for neutral particles� Using kinematic information from the vertex
�ight path and the momentum sum of the tracks associated with the secondary vertex�
we add a minimum amount of missing momentum to the invariant mass� This is done by
assuming the true quark momentum is aligned with the �ight direction of the vertex� The
so called Pt corrected mass is given by�

Mc �
q
M�

tk 	 Pt
� 	 jPtj

where Mtk is the mass for the tracks associated with the secondary vertex� We restrict the
contribution to the invariant mass that the additional transverse momentum adds to be less
than the initial mass of the secondary vertex� This cut ensures that poorly measured vertices
in uds events do not leak into the sample by adding in large Pt�

��� Flavor Tag

A bottom tag is de�ned as a hemisphere with an invariant mass above � GeV� The interme�
diate mass region� between ��� and � GeV contains a mixture of b and c� with a small uds
background� We de�ne some additional cuts to reject b and uds� A charm tag is de�ned as
follows�

� ��� � Mc � �GeV

� Vertex momentum �PV 
 greater than � GeV�

� Fragmentation cut� ��Mc � PV � ��� This uses the fact that D hadrons from charm
have a higher momentum for the same mass than those from b quarks�

� One track with an impact parameter greater than ��� This cut reduces the uds back�
ground�

� Veto on a tagged b on the opposite hemisphere�

For charm� this tag selects one or both hemisphere in about ��� of the events� The
tagged sample has a ��� charm purity�
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��� Signal Tag

The tag that determines the direction of the quark has two components� The �rst one is the
vertex charge� QV � Charged vertices� coming mostly from D� and Ds have a positive charge
for c vertices and a negative charge for c� One would expect that the b background has
an opposite sign� but this is diluted signi�cantly in reality� The b vertices that survive the
charm tag usually miss some tracks and therefore have lost most of their quark anti�quark
charge correlation information�

The second component is the kaon charge� Qk� This is the total charge of the identi�ed
kaons in the vertex� For the kaon charge� the signals for b� c� s and c� s decays have
the same sign�

Figure �� Measured asymmetry in the vertex charge and kaon channel for data �points
 and
MC �solid
� The dark region indicated the non�charm background

For charm events� MC studies indicate a ��� e�ciency for the kaon tag and ��� for
the vertex charge� The correct tag probabilities are ��� and ��� respectively� For bottom
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events we have a ��� kaon e�ciency with a ��� vertex charge e�ciency� with correct tag
probabilities for the two methods of ��� and ��� respectively� After this tag� our �nal
sample is composed of ��� charm� ��� bottom and �� uds� Both tags show a clear
asymmetry signal as shown in �g ��

� Results

A maximum likelihood �t of all tagged hemispheres is used to determine Ac� As a likelihood
function we use the total cross section�

L�p� Pe� z� Ab� Ac
 � �� 	 z�
��� AePe
 	 �z�Ae � Pe
 ��


fFb�pvtx
��� �	
AbCb�tag
 	 Fc�pvtx
AcCc�tag
 	 FudsAudsg

Here Fb�c�uds is the probability to have a b� c� uds respectively for a hemisphere with vertex
momentum pvtx� The shape of the vertex momentum was taken from Monte Carlo� the
overall normalization from the data� The factor Cb�c ���� �Pwrong
 is the e�ectiveness of
the tag� as given by Monte Carlo� This factor is taken to be independent of � The quark
direction is constructed from the thrust axis of the event� z � �Q cos �� The three signs
governing the left�right forward�backward asymmetry � beam polarization Pe� hemisphere
tag charge Q� and quark direction cos � � are incorporated automatically into the maximum
likelihood probability function�

A correction factor �� � �	
 is applied to all b�quark sources to account for asymmetry
dilution due to B� B� mixing� with 	 � ���� taken from LEP measurements of the aver�
age mixing in Z� � bb events ����� The background asymmetry Abkg is taken from MC
simulation�

The QCD corrections to the cross�section are well known ����� We take them info account
with a correction term�

Aq
FBjO��s�

��
 � Aq
FBjO�����
����q

O��s�
��



These QCD correction have to be corrected for any bias in the analysis method to reject qqg
events�

�eff

QCD � f�QCD

We estimate the analysis bias factor f for b and c from a Monte Carlo simulation at generator
level�

f �
Agen
q�q � Aanalysis

Parton Shower
Agen
q�q � Agen

Parton Shower

We found fc � ����� ���� and fb � ����� �����

For ��������� we �nd an e�ciency of 
c � ��������� for charm events� with a purity of
�c � ������ This agrees well with the Monte Carlo values of 
MC

c � ����� and �MC
c � ����
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The background is made up of �� uds and ��� b� From a sample of ��k selected events we
measure Ac to be�

Ac � ������ �����

This includes a QCD correction of �Ac � 	������

� Systematic Errors

The systematic errors can be found in table �� We give a brief description of the di�erent
sources�

The tag composition is measured from the data ����� Its statistical error contributes to
the systematics� as does the uncertainty on the uds fraction from Monte Carlo and the uds
asymmetry� We have used a �� variation on the c fraction� ��� on the b fraction and ���
on the uds fraction� The uds asymmetry was found to be compatible with zero in the Monte
Carlo� We use a value of ���� ��� to estimate the uncertainty from this source�

The �t systematics include the shape of the vertex momentum distributions and cos �
dependence of the right�sign tagging probabilities and the tag composition� The former was
estimated taking the di�erence between the MC momentum shape and a �t without mo�
mentum information� The latter was estimated from the di�erence between a constant value
and a second order polynomial in cos � through the MC distributions of the tag composition
and the tag e�ectiveness for all tags� We take the full di�erence as the systematic error�

The error from QCD corrections comes mainly from the uncertainty in the correction
factors fb�c� Gluon splitting and the error on �s are also taken into account�

The vertex systematics are build up from detector sources and physics sources� For the
detector we considered a �� e�ect on the tracking e�ciency� The dominant systematic error
is the vertex smearing� This accounts for di�erences between Monte Carlo and data in the
vertex charge distribution� These di�erences can be explained by assuming that there is
a charge reconstruction problem� Smearing the charge distribution with a �� probability
of the secondary vertex tracks in the Monte Carlo to be absorbed in the primary vertex
prduces a good agreement of the charge distribution between data and Monte Carlo� The
full di�erence is taken as a systematic error�

The kaon related systematic errors come from two sources� The uncertainty in the kaon
production ratios� and the actual kaon identi�cation of the CRID detector� For the �rst we
use the variations from ���� and for the second we vary the background misidenti�cation
level by ��� The misiden�cation of pions as kaons is measured from data in K�

S decays�

Another source of errors is the uncertainty in the production rates of the charmed
hadrons� We vary them with the recommendation at the LEP Electroweak Working group �����
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Table �� Systematic errors for the maximum likelihood analysis

source �Ac

Tag Composition

b�c� uds ratio �����
uds asymmetry ����� ���
 �����
Fit Systematics

Use pD in �t vs not �����
cos � shape in PD� tag �����
MC Statistics �����
QCD corrections

Correction factor �����
�s �����
g� cc �����
Vertex Charge

Tracking e�ciency �� �����
Charge Smearing �� �����
Kaon Systematics

K mis�id �����
D��� wrong sign K ����� � ����
 �����
D� wrong sign K ������ � �����
 �����
Physics Systematics

D� ratio ������ ����� �����
Ds ratio ������ ����� �����
c ratio ������ ����� �����
Ab��� �	
 ������ ����
 �����
Polarization Systematics

�Pe �����
Ae � ������ ����� �����
total ������
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� Conclusions

We have performed a measurement of Ac using a new method that uses some of the unique
features of the SLD detector� Our preliminary result based on ���K hadronic Z� is�

Ac � ������ ������ ����� Preliminary

This result is consistent with the SM expectation of ���� and other measurements at SLD
and LEP� Due to the e�cient tag and high analyzing power inclusive �avor separation� the
statistical power of this analysis is signi�cantly improved compared to more conventional
techniques� This result is still statistically limited� and the systematic errors are small and
mostly uncorrelated with those from existing methods� With a new data from the ���� run
of SLD� taken with an improved vertex detector� we expect a further reduction of the errors�
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